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Welce!
Hearing loss affects people in varying ways and we hope to be able to
support and encourage people on their hearing loss journey.
COVID is still impacting Canberrans and we are at present in lockdown.
A completely different way of life to that with which we are accustomed.
But mostly, people have been behaving in the appropriate way and the
results are as good as can be expected.
Once we are able to live a little more freely we will still have to take care for
our own welfare. I doubt people will want to mix freely with a lot of people.
Being able to see family is the top priority for most of us. Catching up with
special friends is important.
A different situation that I have experienced is that I have a son and his
family who live in Googong and a granddaughter who lives in Queanbeyan.
Normally I see them frequently, as some work in Canberra and my
grandchildren attend High School in Canberra. How ironic that they now
have to get exemptions to travel across the border for work and medical
appointments. I am by no means complaining, as we all adhere to the rules
for the safety of others.
Three members of the Executive Committee live in NSW - Jerrabomberra
and Queanbeyan. There are three other members who live in Canberra.
Thoughts and prayers to those BHAC family members who are going
through difficult times with health issues. Their resilience and coping
strategies amaze me and I feel privileged to have them as friends. Some in
the general public complain of missing out on life during lockdown. They
have no concept of what other challenges some people are experiencing.
Please contact me on 0410 463 761 or email carol.taloni@gmail.com
for support or information.
Best wishes

Carol Taloni
President BHAC

Rediscovering Music Program

BHA National

I am very sorry to advise that the scheduled RDM
Session which was to be held on Tuesday 16 November
2021 has been cancelled.

There have been great changes to BHA National. I have
been involved in some of the Zoom meetings, as BHAC
President.

The Canberra Symphony Orchestra (CSO) has had to
cancel all productions due to Covid restrictions.

The last few years have been difficult ones, and at the
National AGM, it was decided to disband the
organisation and just let BHA Branches continue. To
that end, all the Executive Committee resigned from
their positions.

We are hopeful that there will be 3 Sessions in 2022.
I wish to thank CEO, Rachel Thomas, the Artistic
Planning Manager Andy Baird and the team who have
supported me so ably with the planning, Angela Lount
and Jacqui Douglas. Thanks also to Musician &
Audiologist, Kristen Sutcliffe.
Please support the CSO Productions when they
advertise their restart dates. The RDM Program has
made a great difference to the hearing impaired and
particularly those with a cochlear implant.

To make a very long story short. There were two BHA
Groups formed with different ABN’s in differing years
by different people in the States of South Australia and
in Victoria. Many hours of research have gone into this
process. Finally it was deemed that the former
committee reconvene, and an AGM was held for
2019-2020. Decision taken to keep the relevant ABN,
which was attached to our Trademarks - Logo and
cancel the second one.

Hellenic Club

There have been some additional researchers added to
the Group involved. If only, they were all on the
Committee!!!!!

The Hellenic Club has been closed yet again due to
Covid restrictions and lockdown.
Sad to advise that the BHAC Annual Dinner, which was
to be held on 30 November 2021, has also been
cancelled.
At the time a decision was made, we were unsure
whether the Club would be reopened by that date. But
also there was a query re the numbers we usually have
had attend on the night. There may be restrictions on
numbers and allowing for spacing, not easy to manage.
Again, we were unsure whether people, just out of
lockdown, would want to come together in such a large
number, as we have previously had about 75 people
attend.
We are extremely grateful to the Board, Management
and Staff at the Hellenic Club for their amazing support
over many years. We ask you to support the Club, at
present by using their Take Away Meal Options, and
also by your attendance, once the Club reopens.

Our recent Zoom was a very interesting and
constructive meeting. The Interim Committee will
continue until the AGM for 2020 in November 2021.
This meeting when convened, will decide whether
National BHA continues or is disbanded.
Despite the outcome, an interesting discussion was
held after the AGM, with member of various branches
who were in attendance. Many topics of interest were
shared, and we see this as a good way to continue,
whatever the outcome.
BHA Branches left now are, Sydney, Newcastle,
Brisbane, Central Coast, Western Australia and
Canberra.

COTA
CEO Jenny Mobbs has been of great support to BHAC
and myself in particular. As you are aware, Jenny
allowed us to remain in the COTA Building in a smaller
office. Her staff member virtually moved us by herself.
All Jenny’s team support us in every way possible.
At present during COVID, Jenny and members of her
team have kept their office and great work continuing.
Jenny works tirelessly for her Organisation and we look
forward to being able to participate in their events in
2022.

BHAC

Social Occasion for Members

Our AGM will be held in November 2021. At this time, I
am uncertain of date or place, as situation will need to
be reviewed closer to the time. Ideally we would like to
have a face to face meeting, but may have to resort to
one on Zoom.

In August 2021, I arranged a Coffee Morning in the
Board Room at COTA Offices in Hughes. Due to
Covid restrictions, I was only able to have 8 in the room.

COTA Offices are currently closed and we previously
had AGM in their rooms.

As I do in the afternoon classes, I took individual tea,
coffee, hot chocolate and sugar sachets. Individual
packets of biscuits, and an enjoyable time was had by all
of us.

We need a viable BHAC Committee for 2022. It would
be nice to see some people volunteer for positions.

I had lists prepared for the ones I would next invite.
Due to numbers, had to ensure only invited people
attended on the day.

If you are interested in nominating for the BHAC
Committee, please contact me for information. I have
been blessed with the Committee supporting me this
year, as we have been involved in so many Covid issues.

Then came Lockdown. Hopefully, it will be able to be
continued in the not too distance future, as social
interaction is all important.

Ricky, Priti, Judy, Heather and Gemo have been superb.
Four work in full-time positions.
Judy has been of great assistance to me in the office and
we have kept all the accounts paid, at times under
difficult circumstances. Judy has been in Sydney
looking after her elderly Mother, who does not have the
internet. Hence she has had to visit her sister there to
use her internet. Sydney has not been an easy place in
which to live for a short time. I am extremely grateful for
their support.

BHAC website
As mentioned previously, our website is not available at
present. I appreciate this is very inconvenient and not
productive in getting our message to the people.
Ricky has been working on reconstructing it over the
past months, despite Covid issues.
Contrary to a rumour I heard, that the website was
down, as we had not paid the bill!!!! I want to assure
Members, that the issue occurred, because we did not
in fact receive the account, as it was sent to a different
address. The Biller concerned is an overseas firm, and
once the issue was detected, Ricky personally contacted
the Company for advice. They do not accept cash,
cheque or bank transfer. Ricky requested that we pay
the arrears amount, plus any interest incurred. I gather,
the Company was not interested in helping us at all and
immediately cut our services.
We are all Volunteers and endeavour to do our best at
all times.

BHA Aural Rehabilitation
- Lip Reading Classes
Carol’s Class
Term 4 Classes on Tuesdays at 2pm have been
cancelled for the present at the Grant Cameron
Community Centre at Holder.
The Centre is still closed and restrictions in number in
group, will possibly apply. Some are not happy as yet to
go from lockdown back to groups meetings straight
away.
Hence we are going to do Classes on Zoom again. I
know this does not suit everyone, and am happy to
explore other options.
However the majority of my group are happy to do
Zoom. In fact previously, they have not stopped for
school holiday period, such was the enthusiasm.
We are recommencing on Thursday 7 October 2021 at
2pm.
Please contact me if you have any queries or are
interested in getting any information. Carol Taloni
0410 463 761. Email. carol.taloni@gmail.com
Linda’s Class
At this time, Linda’s Class has been cancelled at the
Hellenic Club. Linda will offer Zoom Classes and she
also sends class information by email. Please contact
Linda re the evening classes. Linda Dwyer on
0417 696 583. Email. ldwyer@grapevine.com.au

Joe Symons from ACT Deafness Resource Centre

Birdsong

Joe sent an email to all their members. He was a TV Star
during a segment where he discussed the issues related
to wearing the masks as a hearing impaired or Deaf
person. Joe also did a radio interview re this issue. Joe
put an App on his phone, which referred us to the NSW
website, as he lives in Jerrabomberra. Very difficult to
lipread whilst person is wearing mask.

For this issue, the bird depicted on the front cover is
Albert’s Lyrebird. Originally published in Gould, J.
(1848).The Birds of Australia, these illustrations are
available free of charge in the public domain.

I refer you to covid19.act.gov.au
This requirement states that ‘ Wearing face masks
became mandatory in the ACT from 5 pm Thursday 12
August 2021’. It noted ‘ a person may remove their face
mask when communicating with a person who is deaf or
hard of hearing and visibility of the mouth is essential
for communication’.
Thanks Joe.

“Albert's lyrebird (Menura alberti) is a timid, pheasant-sized songbird
which is endemic to subtropical rainforests of Australia, in a small area on
the state border between New South Wales and Queensland.
Both this species and the superb lyrebird have powerful, flexible voices
and use a mixture of their own calls and mimicry of other species in long
unbroken passages of song. In comparison to the superb lyrebird, the
Albert's lyrebird limits its mimicry to a smaller range of species, with the
green catbird and satin bowerbird featuring strongly in its imitations, as
well as whipbirds and rosellas.
The voice can create sounds at one moment deep and resonant, switch to
high thin squeaks and trills, then change again to harsh noises. Some of
the passages of song begin with a soft, mellow sound that rises clearer
and louder, which has been likened to the howl of a dingo.”

Hear Life

(Source: Retrieved from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert%27s_lyrebird)

Anne-Marie Crowe and Sanyogeeta Suvarna make up
the Hear Life Team of Audiologists, each with 30 years
experience in government owned businesses, hospitals,
private and not-for-profit hearing clinics where they
worked in various roles.

Lyrebirds

Hear Life offers an independent, ethical and
customised best practice approach to your hearing loss
journey. Website. hearlife.com.au

Ten years, and I have never gone.
I’ll never go.
I’ll never see the lyrebirds the few, the shy, the fabulous,
the dying poets.

Anne-Marie Crowe is a Member of the BHAC Advisory
Panel. Anne-Marie and Sanyo attend our BHAC
Annual Dinners.

'Eat. Sleep. Medicine. Pain. Stop.'
‘ These are some of the key words at the heart of a pilot
project at a retirement village in Perth, teaching simple
hand signs to elderly Australians to help improve quality
of life.’
The Qsign project is a collaboration between Better
Hearing Australia WA, Edith Cowan University and
Brightwater Care Group. Barbara Alcock and Dr
Barnard Clarkson from BHAWA are involved in this
project.

Over the west side of the mountain,
that’s lyrebird country.
I could go down there, they say, in the early morning,
and I’d see them, I’d hear them.

I should see them, if I lay there in the dew:
first a single movement
like a waterdrop falling, then stillness,
then a brown head, brown eyes,
a splendid bird, bearing
like a crest the symbol of his art,
the high symmetrical shape of the perfect lyre.
I should hear that master practising his art.
No, I have never gone.
Some things ought to be left secret, alone;
some things – birds like walking fables –
ought to inhabit nowhere but the reverence of the
heart.
- Judith Wright
(Source: Retrieved from https://allpoetry.com/Lyrebirds)

Barbara has kindly sent me the Signs, so I will be
discussing with my Class. I will keep you updated on
this important project.

It is of interest to note that Judith Wright began to lose her hearing in her
mid-20s and became completely deaf by age 77. She lived the last three
decades of her life near Braidwood and died in Canberra in 2000, aged 85.
(Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judith_Wright

Yr hearing lo jrney...
Sharing the story of your hearing loss journey may be beneficial to
others. It can indicate how others have related to learning they have
hearing loss.
Some were born with hearing impairment, so have had this journey
from a very young age. Others have lost their hearing through
illness or other medical issues. A lot of people have developed
hearing loss with age. This can significantly impact one's life.
Many do not admit to having any loss of hearing, which continues to
frustrate their husband, wife, partner, family members, work
colleagues and friends. By denying such loss, we do ourselves a
disservice, as we miss out on important things in life. Having the
courage to admit 'Yes, I may need hearing aids or other support'
takes courage. But we are the winners in the long run, as we do not
isolate ourselves socially, but can continue to be part of life.
We would be delighted to receive more stories to share in future
newsletters. Everyone has a different story as to how they reached
today having hearing loss; your story will be of interest and
importance to others. Please contact me if you would like help
writing your story.
For this issue, I am delighted to share my own personal story. This
is the last story of those received.

Carol Taloni - Hearing loss story
August 1990. A normal day at work. I answered the phone to one of my Tax Clients, and could not hear a word.
Strange, I thought. Switched phone to left ear and continued with the conversation. It must be wax.
Being the start of our busy tax year, I did not want to take time off work. I went to Night Medical Practice. The Dr I saw
for the first time, did not impress. He said Yes, you have lost hearing. No wax. Maybe you have had a stroke, but No,
no other symptoms. He said take Sinufed and come back in a week.
I left thinking, I am very lucky that it was not a stroke. But obviously, nothing serious. I even made my husband go to
the only night time chemist open at 10 pm, to get the Sinufed. Since, have often thought, what a silly decision.
The next morning I saw my GP, who confirmed I had lost hearing in the right ear and got me into a Specialist
immediately. Dr examined me and said Yes you have lost total hearing in the right ear. My naivety started then.
Presume I can get a hearing aid. No. It will not help. He was ready to show me the door. I persisted, was there anything
else that could be done.
Dr then suggested I have a test done at the Canberra Hospital, and arranged for me to attend. I phoned my son, who
was doing a PhD at ANU at the time, and asked if he would take me for the test.
The Doctor explained the procedure he would be undertaking. Apparently, one option, was that there could be small
clot in the ear, which was stopping the hearing. He was going to insert a very fine thread and if clot was there, it would
be pushed out, and my hearing would be retained. My description is in layman’s language. The procedure was done in
the Recovery Ward. I was on the bed, and the Dr said, the Specialist would have warned you of possible side effects.
No, says I. I am just on my lunch break and am going back to work.
We all have moments in time, that are remembered forever. This wonderful Dr took his time to explain that procedure
could leave me with a palsy and a few other issues. He was appalled that I had not been fully informed by the Specialist.
Obviously, all could go fine, but one needed to have options.
Lying on that bed, I can still remember thinking, ‘ My Mother does not know how ill I am’. Forever the dramatic Carol,
always thinking the worst!!!!! Dr indicated that I would have to remain for several hours at the hospital after the
treatment.
I made decision with Dr, to go home and think about it. He informed me that he was operating at John James Hospital
the next day, and arranged for me to phone him there. If I decided to go ahead, he would meet me back at Canberra
Hospital.
At home, I phoned friend who was a Dr in Sydney to seek her advice. She collaborated with colleagues, one of whom
had known the Specialist I had attended. Apparently, the option was worth trying, despite perfect outcome, not great.
But time was of the essence, as ideally had to be done within 48 hours.
My ‘hero’ Dr did his work, but no clot, so no hearing, but also no nasty side effects.
I returned to the Specialist as requested. I was in trouble, how dare I not go ahead with his suggestion. I was livid with
his attitude by then. I explained that the Dr at the hospital was not impressed that he had not given me any details of
what was to happen. Explained that we had decided to wait overnight. I told him I had sought advice from Drs in
Sydney. I advised, on their comments alone, I had gone through and had procedure, which was not successful. I did
mention that one of the Drs in Sydney knew him and gave credibility to my going ahead, and advised that there were
other options.
Suddenly, his attitude changed and he was friendly!!!!! He suggested my seeing another Dr, who had more up to date
equipment than he did.

I saw Dr Hilton Stone, who was an exceptional Specialist. Again I remember the session with him as if it was yesterday.
I was lying on the examination table and he put a white towel over my right shoulder. Having no medical knowledge at
all, I assumed it was in case of bleeding from the ear, whilst he was doing his examination. I had a history of bleeding
which was not pleasant.
Dr Stone’s conclusion was that I had indeed lost hearing and there was nothing that could be done to get it back. I
made the comment that I was pleased that I did not have bleeding. I explained my thoughts about the white towel. I
realised then that I had indeed met a very caring Dr. He was very concerned that I had had such concerns. Said to the
lass assisting him, that in future, they should explain things more fully to patient. He did not treat me like an idiot for
having silly thoughts.
He said he would send his results to my Specialist. I indicated I would never go back to the initial Dr.
When I lost my hearing, I also gained Tinnitus in the right ear.
I remained Dr Stone’s patient until his retirement due to ill health. He and his wife were great support to me, when I
was one of the Co - Ordinator's of the Canberra Tinnitus Self Help Group for 15 years. He was a Guest Speaker and
was pleased to receive my updates on Tinnitus, as I did a lot of research and joined several overseas groups.
I saw an ad in the Canberra Times about Lip Reading Classes and joined Better Hearing Australia in 1995.
I continued to cope with one ear, with few issues in my working life till I retired at 75 years. I had been teaching Classes
for many years and was mostly the only one without a hearing aid. The loudness of my TV, despite living by myself,
became an issue and I decided to trial a hearing aid in 2016. Certainly made a difference to my TV viewing.
In 2018, I was discussing hearing aids with Audiologist Kristen Sutcliffe. I mentioned I only had one hearing aid in my
left ear, as I had little to no hearing in my right ear. She suggested a CrosAid. I now wear two hearing aids. The hearing
in the right ear is via this wonderful aid which transfers sound from left ear. In fact I can hear the phone in my right ear
now. Technology is amazing in the area of hearing aids, in that there are options for us all. Cochlear Implants have
made an enormous difference to the lives of so many.
One thing that I always remember is that my ex husband worked for Unisys at this time. The company sponsored the
Canberra Unisys Cannons Basketball Team. They were a team that competed in the National Basketball League. The
night after I had lost hearing, we attended a function to celebrate one of the players Herb Mc Eachin AM. We were
sitting at a round table of 12 people, most of whom I did not know. I recollect thinking, as I struggled to hear, and the
background noise. This is going to be my normal in the future.
I have made the comment - “There is a bonus to having lost my hearing”.
My life has been enriched by the special friends I have made through my involvement as Volunteer with BHA
Canberra.

Exercises
I have been doing Zoom Classes with Susanne, one of my Class Members, who is currently at her second home on Magnetic
Island. Susanne sent me some movement exercises, which may be of interest, as we try to remain fit and healthy in lockdown.
From Susanne:
This is part of my daily repertoire and many years learning and enjoying movement and dance. We are quite wonderful creatures,
human beings, and have amazing upright form, but need to remind ourselves of what and how to maintain this form not let it slip
away from us.
Here are four, essential, everyday moves I believe are vital to our vitality and vigour.
If there are concerns at attempting any of these just thinking the moves until down the track it will feel right to try and try with
caution, it will all happen.
The horizontal squat
Lying on the bed before emerging every morning.......
Lie facing up and draw knees up to chest, to horizontal squat position.
This may be easy for some (or if one is a yogi instructor or a field worker in Asia). If so clasp feet with hands or grab hold of big toes
and hold for a few minutes before release.
If not easy to lift knees to chest raise knees to a comfortable position. Being on one's bed means there is much soft support.
However if there are lower back issues put wrists under buttock zone and let or press the lower back down to the mattress, then
bring feet and knees up to a comfortable position and things are on track.
Allowable leg crossing
Following on from the horizontal squat or lying face up, be sure to be centred in the bed or surface in case some rolling sideways
occurs.
Cross our legs above the knees keep knees bent and reach for big toes: left hand to right toe and right hand to left toe.
Just reaching for toes may give the stretch we are seeking high in the upper leg (hamstrings) and glutes.
Then repeat this (crossing legs the other way) so you stretch both sides.
The desired stretch will be felt high in the back of your legs and butt (high hamstrings and low glutes) and it feels like we should
stop and maybe this is not right but after doing this the first time I expected a bad result and there was nothing; no next day
stiffness, soreness, nothing.
Take it easy the first time, check how it feels for you and if as for me all is good, continue.
This action and the horizontal squats will lend to and maintain agility
Squaring of shoulders
Simply done by dropping arms beside the body, turning palms to the front as far as they will go.
Hold them in this position all day or do it several times a day or every time when standing or sitting around waiting in a queue,
talking with friends, or just to remind oneself when shoulders are in position the view is present too.
Use our feet
Standing feet slightly apart apply weight and pressure to the outer rim of both feet then add to this by squeezing toes up to
scrunching position creating monkey feet. This sounds odd however professional trainers and runners are known to encourage
this
Now try walking using this technique, keeping to the outer rims and scrunch those toes.
This technique utilises our foot-power taking some pressure that can be loaded on knees and other joints back to our feet that have
had it easy for too long.
This can be done anywhere and time and although it may look silly no one sees what feet are doing at home or tucked away in shoes
or boots
OK done
stay safe
Suse/

I am very proactive re my health and mobility. Hence I have been researching safety alarms. I spoke to a
lass at The Live Life Mobile Personal Alarm Company at length. I have included pamphlet for your
interest. If anyone uses this one or any other, please let me know your opinion. Happy to post pamphlet
to anyone interested. Carol

Governance
BHAC Executive Committee
Carol Taloni
Ricky Chung
Heather Irons
Priti Narayan
Judy Greenfield
Gemo Virobo

(President)
(Vice President)
(Secretary)
(Treasurer)
(Committee Member)
(Committee Member)

BHAC Advisory Panel
Professor David Ryugo
Anne-Marie Crowe
Edward Eyers
Vanessa Smith
Priti Narayan

(Garvan Institute of Medical Research)
(Audiologist & Cochlear Implant Advisor)
(Lawyerbank)
(Lawyerbank)
(Chartered Accountant)

Contact
Office:
Post:
Email:
Phone:

COTA Building, 2 Wisdom Street, Hughes ACT 2605
PO Box 119, Deakin West ACT 2600
carol.taloni@gmail.com
0410 463 761

Please note that the BHAC Office is not open every day. Please contact
Carol Taloni on 0410 463 761 or email carol.taloni@gmail.com to make an
appointment to meet, or to request further information.

Newsletter Editor: Carol Taloni
Disclaimer: Please note the opinions expressed are only those of the Editor.
Please seek medical advice regarding any issues relating to ear disease or
hearing loss.

